Here is Proof that the Mandelay Systems are Fraud

Julie Ann Trudeau says to Desire Dubounet about the controversy of Mandelay’s fraud devices v validity of Quantum Biofeedback. “if an independent third party tested each system appropriately those results may be good evidence for all, legally, morally and ethically.”

Desire Dubounet replies – we are required by law to do such tests and we have published them ever since 1989 with our first FDA registration that allows our voltammetry. This document will more than prove the fraud of Mandelay.

Julie Ann Trudeau, your wish is my command. We can display our independent testing, registrations, science and full validity + verification. CE + FDA reviewed.

IT IS NOT THE WORD OF ONE PARTY OVER ANOTHER --- to get a registration you must develop your Professional CLINICAL EVALUATION, this must contain some independent third party tests -- here is ours with just a summary of the best research. This is quite extensive and it cost us approximately 50 million dollars to structure, do, catalogue, organize, and publish this data with an ISSN international library link. Science and Law are important to us at QX World.

Julie Ann Trudeau, your wish is my command. Here is our professional Clinical Evaluations -- Review carefully, this was designed for scientists + authorities, Mandelay used these Clinical Evaluations, now they deny them, None of the tests or studies contained were ever done on Mandelay Hardware or software:

---http://www.downloads.imune.net/.../2016%20Clinical... -----------------------------

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/TUV%20reviewed%20and%20accepted%20Research%20presentation%20of%20the%20Clinical%20Evaluation%20of%20the%20Eductor%20April-2016.pdf

http://www.downloads.imune.net/.../Find%20or%20access...

And here is the most important bit. Here is the Professional Scientific Clinical Evaluation of the voltammetry QQC electronic tongue with independent scientists reviews – this is the key – we use voltammetry signals Mandelay fakes it. This the key to how our device works, without this it is fraud

http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Clinical%20Evaluation%20of%20the%20QQC%20Electronic%20tongue%20tech.pdf
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Mandelay has no such voltammetry and they just fake it. This is fraud. They use a stolen prayer wheel that was set on demo mode. They only get fake results.

If any of our therapists get called to court, we are there jiffy quick to show our data, registrations and to professionally defend you with complete validation and verification.

Mandelay has nothing - literally NOTHING- Nada, Zilch, Zip, Empty, Null Set

Stunningly + Embarrassedly NOTHING

If a Mandelay Therapist gets called to court, they will be exposed as owning and operating a fake, false, fraudulent device. Very Sad.

Mandelay used my Clinical Evaluation in 2016 on their registration application. If you want to see their application let me know. They used it, but now they deny it. Let me assure you that NONE of the Science, Tests, or Studies we have documented have ever used Mandelay hardware or software. The laboratory tests and clinical tests we have done on Mandelay products have further proven their fraud. Read and watch more for proof:

Proof of the Voltammetry Fraud  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYsLwtRcgZ8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHodyl25Peo  Proof of Mandelay Fraud is bad for Patients

Click here to see an Independent News Service report of the Fraud

Here is a post made on a FDA Facebook page about their recall
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Julie Ann Trudeau-- now please lets move on and tell everyone that IT IS NOT THE WORD OF ONE PARTY OVER ANOTHER -- We have done it right, Mandelay is selling FRAUD—

Mandelay is duping people with false words and false medical claims --They are in a CASH GRAB to see how much money they can make before the courts shut them down

Julie Ann Trudeau, now do you see why there is fire in my words, I care about the therapists, the Patients, The Planet,

Mandelay cares about money, only money

Mandelay will NOT do a conference call and risk their con game being exposed

When will you therapists rise up and stop them –

Patients are being hurt with false fake fraudulent Mandelay devices,

Therapists are buying devices about to be recalled and repossessed,
Distributors are about to be forced into bankruptcy or criminal charges,

Natural Medicine is being hurt by charlatans selling a Car without an Engine ---

This is serious - Greed succeeds when good people do NOTHING

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_IAxtSZPVs

All that is needed for evil like Mandelay to succeed is for Good People to do NOTHING

if you people care about your industry of Quantum Biofeedback, if you care about Natural Medicine, If you care about your patients, your family your future -- then

1. Demand Mandelay to step to the microphone and explain themselves with a conference call with me, demand to see their clinical evaluation, demand to see their voltammetry, Demand they stop hiding and lying
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2. DEMAND them to show some type of verification, registrations not fake exemptions. Studies, Publications not just opinions – and
3. Demand to see the Qualifications of Mandelay’s lecturers and the ones claiming results
4. If your demands are unanswered then tell all your friends and colleagues to stop listening to Mandelay lies- Let them put up or shut up